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While we acknowledge a ,the consensus narrative has turned pessimistic in a

dramatic fashion since FY20 budget day.A shocking 5% real GDP print for India - 25 quarter low,the magnitude

of slowdown is much higher.

–Manufacturing PMI for August also fell to a 15-month low.Nominal GDP (which has

a higher correlation to Corporate growth) in India was a 15-year low in the quarter!

is neither sudden nor merely an outcome of the liquidity crisis in the NBFC

sector.The rural economy had started to show signs offatigue after a few months of demonetization.

At the core of the current problem is the

.

We now think a 50-75bps rate cut is likely by December 2019 (earlier estimate of 25-50 bps cut), with risks

skewed toward deeper cuts.

challenging growth environment

The slowdown is rampant

The slowdown in rural consumption

disruption in the market making activities of the rural traders owing

to depressed food prices and stifffunding norms

Valuation and View

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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Current domestic macro and market set-up looks better on most metrics compared to 2014

Key positives are improving liquidity conditions,

Challenging global growth environment is likely to persist,

Faster resumption of government spending

fiscal headroom,

rally but current

starting point for valuations is higher.At ~18x NIFTY P/E, current P/E looks 'fair' relative to the macro backdrop.

Key investmentthemes to play in 2019 are

1) large-cap over other categories,

2) Cyclical sectors led by banks (largely coming out ofthe woods) over defensive and

3) 'Rural' over (possible populist measures bythe Centre and State governments to continue) urban in 2019.Stable

to falling crude and INR appreciation can be strong tailwinds to market behaviour.

declining interest rates, improving NPA cycle, gradual

improvement in industry credit growth, de-risking of corporate balance sheets, lower crude oil prices, strong

policy environment and high political stability.

which is a negative for exports. In effect, the

government's infrastructure spending — railways defence and other public infrastructure — is the only hope to

spur economic growth in the medium term.

amid renewed push for credit by PSU banks following front-loaded

recapitalization of Rs700bn is likely to marginally improve sentiments in rural India once banks' push agriculture

credit.

The post RBI's dividend transfer, would enable faster spending on rural infrastructure and

accelerate transfer of Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi (minimum income support scheme for farmers of

INR 6,000 per year) providing some reflation in rural India. We expect consumption growth to record a gradual

improvementfrom Q4FY20,leading to better growth fundamentals for FY21.



Fixed Income Outlook
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Global trade woes expected to warrant additional and prolonged policy accommodation by global central

banks.

India’s lower than anticipated GDP expansion in Apr-June 2019 quarter likely to raise expectations of size and

magnitude further policy rate easing by RBI

Sub-par nominal growth could increase concerns on achievability offiscal deficittargets.

Increasing rhetoric advocating benefits of fiscal stimulus to address growth concerns to weigh on fixed income

markets.

Monetary policy to support near to mid end of curve, while long end to be influenced by tangibility of fiscal

arithmetic.

Expect high grade short/medium term bonds to remain core allocation and will prefer tactical allocation to long

end.

Overnight rate (NSE MIBOR)

10-Year G-sec yield

3 Month CDs rate

6 month CDs rate

12 month CDs rate

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year (U.S.) Treasury Yield

5.51 5.51 5.38 5.40

6.39 6.64 6.30 6.56

5.85 5.85 5.50 5.50

6.25 6.25 5.90 5.90

6.70 6.70 6.40 6.40

69.26 72.26 68.99 71.45

2.03 2.06 1.44 1.51

Global Cues
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The United States and China agreed to return to the negotiating table in early October to discuss trade issues

even as reciprocal tariffs between US and China kicked-in from September.

Federal Reserve officials appeared divided at the July FOMC meeting when they cut rates for the first time in a

decade with the minutes of the meeting unable to indicate any consensus on the pace of future cuts - some

members argued for a bigger rate cutwhile others insisted the Fed should not cut rates at all.

ECB officials stressed the need for a significant easing“package”in September- in addition to potentially cutting

interest rates at its next meeting in September,the ECB is expected to restart its bond-buying program with the

hope of providing more stimulus to the economy

U.K. Prime Minister promised to "step up the tempo" on securing a deal with the EU before the Brexit deadline,

even as he had“vowed“to leave the EU on October 31st-with orwithout a "divorce" agreement.

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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Central government fiscal deficit up to July 2019 increased to INR 5.48 lakh crs. (77.8% of FY 2019-20 budgeted

target) from INR 4.32 lakh crs.(61.4%) atthe end ofthe previous month.

Notwithstanding a rise in food inflation, consumer price inflation (CPI) halted a 5-month uptrend, and fell

marginallyto 3.15% inJuly 2019 from an 8-month high of 3.18% recorded inJune.

Banking system liquidity stayed well in surplus in August with the central bank’s liquidity operations absorbing

an average INR 1,38,300 crs.during the month-marginally higherthan INR 1,28,561 crs.inJuly.

Foreign funds (FPIs) continued to remain buyers in the debt markets and purchased (net) debt worth INR11,672

crs.in August-up from INR 9,433 crs.in the previous month.

After touching a record USD 430.6 bln.during the month,on the back of heightened pressure and volatility in the

INR,foreign exchange reserves moderated to USD 429.05 bln.at the end of August 2019 from USD 430.4 bln.at

the end ofJuly.

Domestic macros


